The following changes are made to 'Table A.1 - Currency and funds code list' of ISO4217 - 1990.

1. Add a new entry for RUSSIA;

   RUSSIA   Russian Ruble   RUR   810   2

   This is a new entry for Russia, and is the currency formerly known as the Rouble issued by the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. The numeric remains unchanged from that previously assigned to the SUR until further notice.

2. Delete from Table 2 and move into Table 3 the entry for UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS.

3. Change the entry of UKRANIAN SSR to;

   UKRAINE    Karbovanet    UAK    804    2

   This amends the entry for Ukranian SSR, changing the entry name and introducing a new currency, the Karbovanet, code UAK, the numeric changes to 804. The minor unit is 2.

4. Change the entry for BYELORUSSIAN SSR to;

   BELARUS   Russian Ruble RUR   810   2

   This changes the entry name for Byelorussian SSR, it also amends the currency to the Russian Ruble.

Cont...
5. Add a new entry for LITHUANIA;

LITHUANIA   Talonas   LTT   440   2

This adds a new entry for Lithuania. The alpha code is LTT the numeric is 440 and the minor unit is 2.

Regards
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